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“Noting various changes over the past 
decade in the concept of corporate social 
responsibility, EnergyCorp Global is 
determined to promote CSR on our own 
effort, and continue to contribute toward 
social development by creating quality 
goods and services, while taking the ethical 
aspects of our activities into full account.”

We embrace the idea that all organizations should 
realize and discharge their social responsibility for 
sustainable development of society.  Our ability to 
achieve business goals and increase long-term 
shareholder value is only by integrating economic, 
environmental and social opportunities into our 
business strategies.  We live in an increasingly 
interconnected world where social, environmental 
and governance issues should not be regarded as 
“soft” business concerns but they are to us material 
for our long-term viability.  Energycorp Global is 
committed to the building of strong social and 
environment pillars because they make the global 
marketplace stronger and more sustainable for all.

We seek dialogue with a wide range of our 
stakeholders, including shareholders, investors, 
consumers, business counterparts, employees and 
the local community, and strive to earn their trust by 
responding to their expectations, such as continuing 
to pursue greater efforts to ensure consumer safety 
and promoting eco-friendly activities. We aim to 
discharge social responsibility not only within our 
own corporation and companies, but would also 
promote socially responsible behavior within our 
supply chain partners and associates.

Noting various changes over the past decade in the 
concept of corporate social responsibility, 
EnergyCorp Global is determined to promote CSR 
on our own effort, and continue to contribute toward

social development by creating quality goods and 
services,  while taking the ethical aspects of our 
activities into full account.   We recognize the 
intimate relationship that exists in the development 
of a corporation and society, and conduct business 
activities from a comprehensive perspective of their 
economic, environmental and social aspects, so that 
these activities will lead to sustainable development 
of society. 

In our business planning and operations, we are 
preoccupied with the question “how can the present 
generation meet its needs in ways that are not only 
economically viable, environmentally sound and 
socially equitable but that also allow future 
generations to do the same”.   This booklet shares 
our seminal journey to obtain the triple bottom-line 
of People-Planet-Profit during our recent formative 
years.

Michael Heng
President and
Chief Executive Officer
EnergyCorp Global
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“Our Journey into Sustainability”

EnergyCorp Global’s Corporate Behavior Charter

“We at EnergyCorp Global have a responsibility to 
contribute toward the economic development of 
society by creating added value and generating 

employment through fair competition and should 
also make our existence useful to society at large”



June
Incorporation of Company

July
Met supply chain at Wind Power 
Asia 2009 in Beijing, China

September
Business mission to China 
(Beijing - Baoding - Tianjin ECO 
City - Wuxi - Hangzhou)

International humanitarian 
mission to Pakistan

October
Consulted in United Arab 
Emirates (UAE) for wind power 
projects.

Co-founded CleanTech Partners 
(CTP) to undertake master 
planning, development, and 
promotion of 
Hangzhou-Singapore ECO Park

November
CleanTech Partners signed 
strategic collaboration 
agreement with Hangzhou 
Qianjiang Economic 
Development Zone (HQEDZ) 
Comittee

December
Consulted in Binh Thuan 
province, Vietnam for wind 
power projects

Consulted in Hua Sai, Thailand 
for wind power projects

International humanitarian 
Christmas misison to Nias, 
Indonesia

March
Co-founded CinTong Group to 
undertake Electric Vehicle projects 
in China

Hangzhou City goverment 
awarded Hangzhou-Singapore 
ECO Park to CleanTech Partners.

May
Met supply chain at Wind Power 
2010 in Dallas, Texas

June
International humanitarian  mission 
to Nias, Indonesia
Management of orphanage and 
young children with Tomorrow’s 
Hope Society, Singapore

Design and develop Solar Power 
Solution for Tomorrow’s Hope 
Orphanage

July
Proposed solar power system to 
private bungalow owners and 
project developers in Malaysia.

September
International humanitarian mission 
to Pakistan

Consultant in Biomass and Wind 
Energy generation and sustainable 
community building development 
over 1,000,000 hectares. in 
NTB-NTT, Maluku, & West Papua, 
Indonesia

Awarded Electric Vehicle Taxi Fleet 
Project in Qufu, Shandong 
Province, China

December
International humanitarian misison 
to Nias, Indonesia

2009
2010 February

Keynote Speaker in Quality, 
Innovation, & Knowledge 
Management Conference in 
Monash University

March
Lectured “Sustainability Literacy” 
in Monash University

Key Speaker on “Managing for 
Sustainability” at Asian Business 
Strategy Industry Forum 2011 in 
Monash University.

July
Organized Sustainability 
Conference - 3Ps Summit in 
Singapore.

Co-established Green Finance 
Alliance (GF Alliance) 
to launch Renewable Energy 
Projects Directory.

2011

3Ps Summit 2011
PEOPLE

PLANET

PROFIT

SUMMIT

“Creating a better future for 
people and business”

11 - 12 July 2011 | Singapore
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Values

Integrity
We do all things right by our clients, 
partners and the community morally, 
ethically and professionally.

Responsiblity
We are responsive and responsible in our 
services with direct and open 
communications.

Respect
We respect nature, mankind and the 
environment by contributing enhanced 
value without harm.

An abundant energy future for mankind empowered by 
an environmental partnership that represents the 

nexus between sustainability and profitability, where 
one and all have access to the clean and limitless 

natural powers around us.
Mission

1.  To be the renewable energy value integrator as a consultant, investor,
 supplier and project manager.

2. To promote social responsibility and environmental awareness, and
 cultivate habits for a more sustainable world. 

3.  To provide complete consultancy services and technological value   
 innovations for clean energy projects. 

4.  To supply, build, operate and maintain renewable energy installation from
 power generation to grid distribution.

 
5.  To create value for investors, partners, clients, customers, energy  
 providers and users to better manage waste, reduce cost, minimize
 environmental impact and promote a better future society with unlimited 
 and affordable energy.

Vision
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EnergyCorp Global
Vision, Mission and Values

“For Clean Limitless Natural Power”
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Nias is an Indonesian island situated off the western coast of Sumatra.  It has an area of about 150 km in 
length and 50 km in width, and has a population of 700,000 people. A project of Tomorrow’s Hope Society 
since 1997, the Nias mission’s objective is for the underprivileged children to have a hope of a brighter future.

Project OMO (Children Home)

The Tomorrow’s Hope Complex has acquired about 18 hectares of land, which comprises three Schools, a 
Children’s Home and an Extended Learning Vocational Center. The majority of our children are either 
orphans or fatherless who have low social status, and because of this, child labour is practiced. In the poor 
villages, many of them do not have an education, and the girls are married off at an early age. And those 
underprivileged Niasan children who are sent to homes in the big cities of Indonesia, many do not return 
home.

EnergyCorp Global is a core partner and sponsor of Tomorrow’s Hope Society, a Singapore-based charitable 
organisation involved in humanitarian disaster relief and work with orphans, children and widows in the areas 
of education, health/medical and community building eg. drinking water, power and sanitation in Indonesia, 
Pakistan and Timor Leste.  
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EnergyCorp Global
Corporate Structure

Associates & Partners

Michael Heng
President & CEO

James Hong
Managing Director

Chung Jae-Yung
Global Representative

Dr. Patrick Chan
Senior Risk Consultant

Alex Chow
Technical Maketing Director
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Affiliations

 
 
 
 
Gold Member, 
SINGAPORE COMPACT for CSR 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Full Corporate Member, 
Sustainable Energy Association of Singapore 
(SEAS) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Ordinary Member, 
World Wind Energy Association (WWEA) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Member, 
Singapore Business Federation (SBF) 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
Founding Member, 
CleanTech Partners (CTP) 
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Supplier
We have a global partnership network of 
reliable assets and resources over the 
entire value chain of the industry.   In 
business and projects, we can assure 
and ensure the best quality of products 
and services to clients, and deliver them 
on time in a reliable manner.

Investor
Cash flow, financial and investment 
planning are essential components for 
the success of any business and project.  
Our Associate Partners would consider 
business funding participation in 
worthwhile projects on mutually beneficial 
terms and conditions.

Consultant
As management and business 
consultants, we empower clients with 
strategic wisdom and insights backed by 
the planning expertise to capture 
business opportunities in a manner where 
profits and cash flow are sustainable at 
all times.

Project Manager
In project management, we provide 
technical advice and direction to clients to 
ensure that project goals and timeline are 
met and tasks completed with excellent 
quality and delivered in the most efficient 
manner within the bounds of the project 
constraints.

Value Integrator

We are in the business of sustainability. Without affecting 
future generations, we deploy technologies for clean and 
cost effective alternative energy for current and future 
generations.

We position ourselves as the VALUE INTEGRATOR in 
global renewable energy industry. Acting with our Corporate 
Behavior Charter, we enrich and empower our clients by 
our interlocking roles as their Consultant, Project Manager, 
Supplier, and Investor in a sustainable manner.

Innovations
As The Renewable Energy Value Integrator
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Innovations
Our Unique Value Chain

Solar Power System for 
Orphanage in Nias, Indonesia
One of our CSR Projects is to 
To replace conventional Diesel 
Generator by natural solar 
power. We are engaged by 
Tomorrow’s Hope Society to 
study and propose a Solar 
Power System for their 
Orphanage in Nias, Indonesia. 
We designed a off-grid solar 
power system to replace 
initially 10% electricity usage of 
the home, and subsequently to 
at least 60%. A final 1MW solar 
power plant is expected to be 
developed in Nias in the future.

Hangzhou-Singapore ECO Park 
(HSEP) in Hangzhou, China

We developed the initial 
guidelines and indicators for 
developers, planners, 
engineers, and architects 
involved in the master planning, 
construction and management 
of the park. We aggregate and 
deploy clean and green 
technologies in the HSEP.

Electric Vehicle Taxi Fleet in 
Qufu, China

We are the consultant for 
green transportation in Qufu, 
Shandong Province. We 
conceptualized and proposed 
the deployment of a Electric 
Vehicle Taxi Fleet which was 
accepted by the local 
government.

We have been selected as consultant & technology aggregator for project in the followings:

Identify Wind, 
Solar & 

Hydro Power 
Investments
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1MW Dual-Rotor
Wind Turbine

Innovations
Our Unique Value Offerings

As the value integrator, we integrate
technolgies, products & services along the value chain.

Wind

Wind Assessment & Consultancy Services
We use satellite technology to assess the 
potential of wind power for better decision 
making using our proprietary bankable 
wind assessment report.
We continue to support with 
comprehensive consulting services  and 
project managment for wind farm 
development, construction and installation.

1MW Dual-Rotor Wind Turbine
We are the Global Representative for  
the world’s first and only
1MW Dual-Rotor wind turbine 
which outperforms current single-rotor 
wind turbine with far superior capacity and 
energy output to obtain significantly higher 
returns while reducing installation, 
operations and maintenance costs.  

Solar

Solar Power System Integrator
We design, customize and build solar power 
system for residential, commercial and utility 
scale power plant.

Solar Power + Low Energy Lighting System
Our expertise extends to include the design 
and installation of a high energy efficiency 
lighting sytem using solar power.
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This is Our
world’s first & only 
1MW Dual-Rotor1MW Dual-Rotor

Wind TurbineWind Turbine
which outperforms 

current single-rotor wind 
turbine with far superior 

capacity and energy 
output to obtain 

significantly higher 
returns while reducing 
installation, operations 
and maintenance cost, 

resulting in more 
efficient and sustainable 

usage of resources.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Social Responsibility Summary Assessment

ISO 26000 
CORE SUBJECTS and ISSUES 

Relevance and Application of the core subject and  
its issues for EnergyCorp Global 

6.2 Organizational Governance  
Our Charter of Corporate Behavior (page 13-14) 
defines the broad principles of our corporate and 
individual conduct in accordance with these principles.  
We established the Charter in 2010 using ISO 26000 
(Guidance on Social Responsibility) as the advisory 
guide. We recognize that our social responsibility goes 
beyond merely compliance with laws and regulations, 
and to actively participate in solving various relevant 
issues.  Our Charter mandates our staff, associates 
and partners to undertake these tasks.  The Charter 
states our responsibility to contribute toward the 
economic development of society by creating added 
value and generating employment through fair 
competition and make our existence useful to the 
society at large. To this end therefore, and regardless 
of our location, we respect human rights, comply with 
relevant laws and regulations, observe the spirit of 
international rules, discharge our social responsibility 
with a strong sense of ethical values and contribute 
toward sustainable development of society by acting in 
a manner consistent with the 9 core principles 
enunciated by our Charter. 
 

 Accountability 
 Transparency 
 Ethical behaviour 
 Respect for stakeholder 

interests  
 Respect for the rule of law 

6.3 Human Rights  
Business needs to operate in a stable environment 
with sustainable markets and a “level playing field” of 
opportunities.  Human rights as the organising 
principles of sustainable modern society offer a 
common framework for businesses to support and 
facilitate society and community expectations so as 
to deliver better value to stakeholders in a more 
sustainable way. We consider human rights relevant to 
our organisation. In Singapore, they are part of the 
Constitution and well covered by various laws and 
regulations.  Violation is well-documented and 
appropriately prosecuted. We are an active Gold 
Member of Singapore Compact, the only national 
tripartite body tasked with furthering the CSR 
movement in Singapore.  Singapore Compact is also a 
participant of the United Nations (UN) Global Compact, 
and we take a multi-stakeholder approach in 
welcoming and recognising the important roles and 
contributions of various stakeholders.  
 

 Due diligence 
 Human rights risk situations 
 Avoidance of complicity 
 Resolving grievances 
 Discrimination and vulnerable 

groups 
 Civil and political rights 
 Economic, social and cultural 

rights 
 Fundamental rights at work 
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ISO 26000 
CORE SUBJECTS and ISSUES 

Relevance and Application of the core subject and  
its issues for EnergyCorp Global 

6.4 Core Labour Practices  
We subscribed to the “decent work” agenda of the 
International Labour Organisation (ILO), a United 
Nations agency.  Our President and CEO is a lead ILO 
Consultant on this agenda, and in his expert areas of 
core labour standards and social dialogue.  We comply 
with all labour laws and regulations of Singapore and 
the countries where we operate.  We pay particular 
attention to non-discriminatory practices in 
employment and compensation, decent working 
conditions, rights to join trade unions and collective 
bargaining, and occupational health and safety 
conditions.  We believe in continuous education and 
the systematic development and training of our staff 
through reality-learning, on-the-job (OJT) instructions 
and relevant courses, seminars and workshops 
conducted by external providers.  We participate 
actively in dialogue meetings conducted by our social 
partners' associations, namely the Singapore Business 
Federation (SBF), Singapore Compact, Singapore 
National Employers Federation (SNEF), Ministry of 
Manpower and the National Trades Unions Congress 
(NTUC). 
 

 Employment and employment 
relationships 

 Conditions of work and social 
protection 

 Social dialogue 
 Health and safety at work 
 Human development and 

training in the workplace 

6.5 The Environment  
We are a Friend of the Environment.  Our business 
process and activities help clients and customers 
reduce their substantial carbon footprints through the 
enhanced use of clean technologies and renewable 
energy.  We are a key partner in the Hangzhou-
Singapore Eco Park in China, an industrial and 
commercial real estate development as the clean 
technologies aggregator and renewable energy 
consultant.  In other examples, our wind energy 
assessment and proprietary Korean-made wind turbine 
technology, plus projects which included electric 
vehicles in Shandong, China, and green railway 
infrastructure development in Papua, Indonesia, all 
make significant contributions towards sustainable 
resource use for a more sustainable environment. 
  

 Prevention of pollution 
 Sustainable resource use 
 Climate change mitigation and 

adaptation 
 Protection and restoration of 

the natural environment 
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Social Responsibility Summary Assessment

ISO 26000 
CORE SUBJECTS and ISSUES

Relevance and Application of the core subject and  
its issues for EnergyCorp Global

6.6 Fair Operating Practices   
We communicate clearly our refusal to participate 
directly or indirectly in acts of corruption for favours in 
return for contracts and permissions.  We insist on 
fund transfer to credible and reputable foreign banks 
through Singapore banks in order to avoid money 
laundering opportunities.  As far as is practical and 
feasible, we conclude our business contracts under the 
jurisdiction of Singapore laws and recognise Singapore 
courts to be the competent determination authority. 
Our respect for the property rights of others 
corresponds to our reasonable expectation to be 
respected for what is ours. As a small organisation,
we are mindful of possibly minimal impact in our limited 
sphere of influence but we are not averse to promoting 
social responsibility to others in our small but growing 
sphere of influence.  We are organising a 3PS (ie 
Triple Bottomline Summit) Conference, to be held in 
Grand Copthorne Hotel Singapore on 11-12 July 2011, 
to promote ISO 26000 Guidance on Social 
Responsibility. 
 

 Anti–corruption 
 Responsible political 

involvement 
 Fair competition 
 Promoting social responsibility 

in the sphere of influence 
 Respect for property rights 

6.7  Consumer Issues  
We see business as one of relationships.  Regular and 
direct communications with customers is key to project 
ownership and management of personal responsibility
for customer affairs.  We are guided by a 24/48 hour 
response cycle-time for our customer.  As frequently 
as our customers expect, we are contactable via 
mobile telephone, email, sms and have no hesitation to 
be promptly on site for consultations.  We believe 
these actions enable us to identify customer 
requirements and needs in the different 
Regions more quickly and more effectively.  At all time 
and where available, we provide without demand 
verifiable, valid and scientific, factual and unbiased 
information concerning our technology products and 
consulting services.  Needless to say, we preserve and 
maintain the privacy of customer personal data and 
protect them from anyone not authorised to receive
them.   As we do not deal in consumer goods, we are 
approaching these issues from the technological and 
service perspectives.  
 

 
 
 

 Fair marketing, factual and 
unbiased information and fair 
contractual practices 

 Protecting consumers’ health 
and safety 

 Sustainable consumption 
 Consumer service, support, 

and dispute resolution 
 Consumer data protection and 

privacy 
 Access to essential services 
 Education and awareness 
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ISO 26000 
CORE SUBJECTS and ISSUES 

Relevance and Application of the core subject and  
its issues for EnergyCorp Global 

6.8  Community Involvement 
 and Development 

  
In Singapore, we are involved with grassroot 
community activities and projects at the Bishan-Toa 
Payoh GRC.  Our President and CEO has been 
awarded the Public Service Medal for outstanding 
community service.   We are also a core partner and 
sponsor of Tomorrow’s Hope Society, a Singapore-
based charitable organisation involved in humanitarian 
disaster relief and work with orphans, children and 
widows in the areas of education, health/medical and 
community building eg. drinking water, power and 
sanitation in Indonesia, Pakistan and Timor Leste.  As 
a few examples, we provide financial contributions and 
participate actively and personally in the following: 
 
 S$30,000 for building a 4-storey school in 

Rawalpindi, Pakistan, jointly with a Singapore 
church, where upon completion by 2012 would 
create employment for the adjacent community and 
provide schooling for about 480 under-privileged 
children; also participates on the School Academic 
Board;  

 Visited and contributed S$10,000 for food and living 
provisions to victims of Pakistan floods in September 
2010;  

 Participates in medical relief missions to Timor Leste; 
 Design and installation of a solar energy project, 

designed to scale up eventually to provide additional 
and replace 90% of fossil energy use, for Children’s 
Home in Nias, Indonesia in 2011;  

 Supports and participate in the management of a 
Children’s Home, currently with 48 children ages 6-
28 years old, in Nias, Indonesia.  

 Organise and lead regular Teams (with partial 
sponsorship) of 20-28 NTU students for sustainable 
community building missions in 2008, 2009, 2010 & 
2011 to Nias, Indonesia;    

 $2,000 for Charity Golf Tournament organised by 
OnePeople.sg, Singapore’s national social 
integration organization; 

 

 Community involvement 
 Education and culture 
 Employment creation and 

skills development 
 Technology development and 

access 
 Wealth and income creation 
 Health 
 Social investment 

 



EnergyCorp Global desires to build a vibrant and 
affluent society that is self-regulated and led by the 
private sector. We recognize that our social 
responsibility goes beyond merely compliance with laws 
and regulations, and to actively participate in solving 
various relevant issues. To encourage our staff, 
associates and partners to voluntarily undertake these 
tasks, EnergyCorp Global established a Charter of 
Corporate Behavior in 2010, using ISO 26000 
(Guidance on Social Responsibility) as the advisory 
guide.  An Implementation Guide would be developed 
and revised from time to time to reflect changes in 
economic and social conditions.

We at EnergyCorp Global have a responsibility to 
contribute toward the economic development of society 
by creating added value and generating employment 
through fair competition and also make our existence 
useful to society at large. To this end, regardless of our 
locations, we shall respect human rights, comply with 
relevant laws and regulations, observe the spirit of 
international rules, discharge their social responsibility 
with a strong sense of ethical values and contribute 
toward sustainable development of society by acting in 
line with the following core principles.
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Corporate Behavior Charter
Socially Responsible for a Sustainability Future
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1. Develop and provide socially beneficial and safe goods and services that   
 give value and satisfaction to customers and the community.

2. Engage in fair, transparent and free competition and ensure that transactions  
 are ethically appropriate.  Concurrently, maintain a sound and proper   
 relationship with political bodies and government agencies.

3. Communicate frequently with shareholders, interact extensively with the   
 public, and disclose relevant corporate information actively and fairly, while  
 protecting and safeguarding personal and customer data and similar types of   
 private confidential information.

4. Respect the diversity, character and personality of employees and ensure a  
 safe and comfortable working environment, thereby providing a sense of   
 comfort and harmonic ambience.

5. Proactively acknowledge environmental issues, and initiate measures to deal  
 with the common challenges they pose to humanity and their importance to  
 human existence and livelihood.

6. Actively engage in community involvement activities including philanthropy  
 as a "good corporate citizen."

7. In global operations of business activities, comply with the laws and   
 regulations of the countries and regions of the marketplace, and respect   
 human rights and other international norms of behaviour, and conduct our   
 business by taking into consideration the local culture and customs as well  
 as the interests of stakeholders, and contribute toward the development of  
 the local economy and society.

8. It is the role of top management leaders to realize the spirit of this Charter   
 and takes the lead and be a role model in an exemplary manner to    
 implement the Charter within the company and in our subsidiaries and   
 associates, while encouraging our business partners to follow the same   
 example.  

9. Where the Charter is breached, top management should communicate both  
 internally and externally that it would resolve the situation, determine the   
 cause of infringement and make efforts to prevent similar non-compliance in  
 the future.   At the same time, top management should make full public   
 disclosure promptly, explain what has occurred, and, upon determining the  
 source of culpability and responsibility, impose strict disciplinary action   
 against those responsible at any levels of the organization. 

Core Principles
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Corporate Social Responsibility
Community Involvement & Development

Supports and participate in the management of a Children’s 
Home, currently with 48 children ages 6-28 years old, in 
Nias, Indonesia.

Design and installation of a solar energy 
project, designed to scale up eventually to 
provide additional and replace 90% of fossil 
energy use, for Children’s Home in Nias, 
Indonesia in 2011; 
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Organise and lead regular Teams (with partial 
sponsorship) of 20-28 NTU students for 
sustainable community building missions in 
2008, 2009, 2010 & 2011 to Nias, Indonesia;

Visited and contributed S$10,000 
for food and living provisions to 
victims of Pakistan floods in 
September 2010

S$30,000 for building a 4-storey school in Rawalpindi, 
Pakistan, jointly with a Singapore church, where upon 
completion by 2012 would create employment for the 
adjacent community and provide schooling for about 480 
under-privileged children; also participates on the School 
Academic Board
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Integrated Economic Development Strategy
Businesses are attracted across a spectrum of 
product or service niches.

Clean, Renewable Energy Use
Businesses and communities deliberately 
choose to use clean, renewable energy eg 
solar, wind, waste-to-energy for more than 51% 
of their energy needs.

By-Products Supply Chain Synergy
Business and community waste material and 
energies support each other, and increases 
efficiency and reducing environmental impact. 

Green ICT
Businesses, local government and communities 
deploy extensive information-communication 
technologies (ICT) to reduce carbon-producing 

activities and reduces carbon emissions to 
enhance business cost savings an efficiency at 
the same time.

Green design
Green buildings and facilities are designed to 
minimize resource use. Green spaces and 
ecologically delicate areas are preserved and 
aligned with architectural and environmental 
design.

Green transportation
Emission-free vehicles utilising non-fossil 
power sources roams the roads and streets.

Networking common services
Businesses share services, such as marketing, 
transportation, research, and monitoring 
services.

Hangzhou - Singapore Eco Park (HSEP) showcases a unique eco-industrial development 
partnership within an industrial park. Flexible collaborative partnerships and networks are 
nurtured on the foundation of mutual trust and respect between businesses, local governments, 
and the wider community to bring forth better resource utilisation that is more environmentally 
efficient, friendly, ecologically sustainable. 

Commercial Potential
ECO-Park Development
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Qufu-Singapore Electric Vehicle Taxi Fleet  is another showcase of Private-Public Partnership in China. It 
is a promotion of Green Economic and Low Carbon development in Qufu, where hometown of  
Confucius. We conceptialized and proposded with a details business model to Qufu local city goverment.

Electric Vehicle Taxi Operation Center
Quality of services are designed & 
standardized to ensure the oassenger’s 
satisfaction with the EV Tax & also the 
driver.

Battery Swapping Station
We reduce the driver’s queuing time to 
back on the road with more than 90% by 
battery swapping station. It takes only less 
than 2 minutes to receive a fully charged 
battery compared to 2-3 hours charging in 
normal charging station.

Spare Parts & Accessories Center
Ready stock of spare parts & accessories 
to reduce the maintenance time for Electric 
Vehicle.

Research & Development
Research & development to increase the 
efficiency of Electric Vehicle.

Commercial Potential
Green Transportation
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EnergyCorp Global
Sustainable Business Growth Model



We are committed to conduct our green and clean business in a manner that delivers leading 
environmental, health and safety performance.  This is consistent with our Corporate Behavior Charter’s 
commitment to corporate citizenship, social responsibility and sustainability.

We provide renewable energy products and management consultancy services that are safe and 
environmentally sound throughout their lifecycles, conduct our operations in an environmentally 
responsible manner, and create health and safety practices and work environments that enable our 
employees to work injury-free.  In most instances however, we work with outsourced assets, contractors 
and sub-contractors over whom we may have at best varying degree of leverage and influence.   We shall 
be the role model and encourage our associates, partners, suppliers and outsourced assets to:

Environmental, Health and Safety (EHS)
and Operations Management System

Each of our employees has an individual responsibility to understand and support our environmental, health 
and safety policies and to actively participate in programs to ensure our goals are achieved. We achieve this 
high level of performance by integrating these objectives into our business planning, decision-making, 
performance tracking and review processes to ensure we achieve our goals and continually improve upon 
them. 

We believe our company must work with employees, suppliers, partners, customers, and governmental, 
nongovernmental and community organizations to protect and enhance health, safety and the environment.   
We foster frequent open dialogue with our stakeholders to share relevant information, and contribute to the 
development of sound public policy and business initiatives.

• meet or exceed all applicable legal requirements; 
• promote employee health and well-being;
• proactively reduce occupational injury and illness risks; 
• pursue pollution prevention, energy conservation and waste reduction in operations; 
• design, manufacture and use products that are safe to use with minimal environmental impact; and
• require our suppliers to conduct their operations in a socially responsible and sustainable manner. 

20people     planet     profit. .
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“… an abundant, affordable, available energy future for mankind”

Red dot symbolises the 
sun, the source of all 
natural energies and 
life (yellow ring)

Stylised “G” for our 
global impact, and with 
the red dot forms the 
shape of a person to 
represent mankind, 
harnessing (on top of) 
technology (blue)

Stylised “E” for energy, 
our core business focus.  

Three horizontal  bars 
denote our eternal 
values of integrity, 

responsibility 
& respect 

on a clean and green 
environment platform
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Since its establishment the company 
has been able to diversify its activities 
into several different areas. Working as 
a system integrator, Heng and his team 
work on various projects as consultants, 
investors, project managers, and suppliers 
of renewable energy products.

EnergyCorp Global markets 1 MW 
wind turbines produced by the Korean 
company Kowintec, which it plans to 
acquire during 2011. 

Last year the company talked to 
prospective Kowintec clients in the 
Philippines, Vietnam, Thailand and China. 
The Kowintec design has two rotors 
– one upwind and one downwind – and a 
vertically mounted generator, and is said 
to be up to 40% more efficient than other 
turbines of similar size.

EnergyCorp Global is also one of the 
leading companies in a consortium of 
Singaporean SMEs who are co-developing 
and promoting the Hangzhou-Singapore 
Eco-Park currently being constructed in 

China. “When we first started we had 
very little experience in the industry, so 
we started to looking for partnerships with 
similar-sized companies,” Heng explains. 

“We were able to cultivate many contacts 
in the renewable energy industry all across 
Asia Pacific. Nurturing these contacts has 
now led us to develop a new project of 
developing an industrial park in China 
using renewable energies such as wind, 
solar, and biomass.” The eco-park will 
cover an area of 5 km2 and is expected 
to cost up to US $2 billion.   

From R&D to 
Manufacturing
As demonstrated by SERIS, the success 
of Singapore’s renewable energy sector 
owes a lot to the country’s R&D strength, 
which allows companies to drive 
innovation by finding a place to test their 
products. A major government project 
has been the creation of a “green tech” 
park in Singapore where companies are 
able to test their products.

Q – How was EnergyCorp 
Global established?
A – Two years ago we 
were already involved in 
the energy and power 
business mostly through 
our work in the marine 
engine industry. Then an 
opportunity came up from 
Korea, when Kowintec 
company, introduced the 
world’s first dual rotor 

one MW wind turbine. The turbine had already 
been tested by this point and we thought it was 
a great product and innovation. So we decided 
to create a new company to deal with renewable 
energies and market this new line of wind 
turbines. It was during this time that Singapore’s 
government began a push to grow the renewable 
energy industry and our company has been part of 
that growth.

Q – Other than marketing wind turbines, what 
are the other services that EnergyCorp Global can 
provide to companies?

Interview with Michael Heng, CEO, EnergyCorp Global
A – Even though we are in wind turbine marketing, 
we don’t see ourselves as a technology provider 
but we see ourselves as a value integrator. We 
are a consultant defining a whole range of green 
technologies, and making them available on the 
market. If an investor is interested in a renewable 
energy project, then EnergyCorp Global identifies 
available projects, we find the suppliers, arrange 
deals for our customers, offer project management 
services, and when it comes to finances, our 
company’s partnerships with investors can 
guarantee a project’s financial success.

Q – How do you see EnergyCorp Global developing 
over the next 5 years?
A – Looking ahead we will be seeing our revenue 
increasing up to $20 million, from our business in 
the wind turbine industry and we will be engaging 
in further large scale projects like the eco park 
that we are working on in China. We will also be 
diversifying our company’s projects into other 
renewable energy fields. We will continue to 
grow from our Singapore head office because this 
country provides us with all the right resources to 
make our business successful.
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One local company, Ecospec, have been 
able to benefit from Singapore’s deep-sea 
port to test and patent a new technology 
which removes SOx, NOx and CO2 from 
thermal power plant exhaust gases. IUT 
Global, which runs Singapore’s only power 
plant to run on food waste, is also at the 
forefront of innovative technologies. 

Edwin Khew, CEO of IUT Global and 
SEAS Chairman, explains the interest 
his company has generated: “When CNN 
showcased our technologies, we received 
over 100 enquiries from all over the 
world within a couple of weeks. Some 
municipalities were keen to learn about 
the operation of the plant and said they 
needed it urgently in their cities,” he 
says. The challenge, of course is finding 
financial support. Although Khew was 
speaking only of his own company, much 
of what he says applies to a broad swathe 
of Singaporean innovators: “There is no 
shortage of interest in our work, and with 
the appropriate funding we can develop a 

lot of helpful and exciting projects around 
the region.”

When it comes to manufacturing, 
Singapore’s chemical and electronics 
industries make up the majority of 
the country’s exports. In the power 
sector there has been an emergence of 
electrical and power plant component 
manufacturers who supply to the broader 
Asia Pacific region, but as in all other 
sectors, international manufacturers have 
continued to use Singapore as a base for 
their regional exports. Singapore’s shares 
in international markets have also seen a 
boost from the country’s many free trade 
agreements (FTAs). The country currently 
has 18 FTAs with 24 trading partners, 
and more are now being negotiated.

Even chemical companies and industrial 
gas manufacturers have been playing 
important, if less visible roles, in the 
power sector. Linde Gas, for example, is 
one of the world’s leading manufacturers 
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CHINA
Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province
Green Living & Life-style
Green Buildings
Green Technology Aggregation
Hangzhou-Singapore ECO Park

Qufu, Shandong Province
Green Transportation
Electric Vehicle Fleet

KOREA
Wind Farm

INDONESIA
Nias, North Sumatra
Community Building
Children Home
School
Humanitarian Missions
Solar Home System
Solar Power Plant

Papua Province
Community Building
Green Railway
Green Airports
Green Airline
Wind Farm
Biomass Power Plant
Hydro Power Plant
Solar Power Plant
Space Solar Power
Green Mining

PAKISTAN
Rawalpindi, Quetta, Lahore
Community Building
School
Humanitarian Missions

TIMOR LESTE
Community Building
School
Humanitarian Missions

33 Ubi Ave 3 #07-16 Singapore 408868 Republic of Singapore | Tel: +65 6743 7584 | Fax: +65 6743 7952
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“Tomorrow’s world is already taking shape
in the body and spirit of our children”

Kofi Annan

“Many things we need can wait, the child cannot ...
To him, we cannot say tomorrow, his name is Today”

Gabriela Mistral
 

“The future of life on earth depends on our ability to take action.
Many individuals are doing what they can,

but real success can only come if there's a change
in our societies and our economics and in our politics.

Surely we have a responsibility to leave for future generations
a planet that is healthy, inhabitable by all species”

Sir David Attenborough





33 Ubi Ave 3, #07-16 Singapore 408868
T: +65 6743 7584 |  F: +65 6743 7953

info@energycorp-global.com | www.energycorp-global.com

energyenergycorp global 
“for clean limitless natural power”
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